
MAKING THINGS INTERACTIVE 

A product behavior and function

Task lighting and gesture noti�cation

By considering a task light’s behavior as it is being used,

as it is approaching usability, as well as its isolated state,

this light will develop behaving states in response to 

environmental in�uences.  The light can be switched to

not behave, or it can be switched to behave.  When the 

light is o� it rests.  If the light is switched to behave, it 

will begin with a twitch to position itself in response to a 

lack of environmental light.  The light will then brighten 

to an amount to compensate.  After a delay the light will 

track motion to follow a possible task taking place within

a general  range.  At any time the light can be switched 

to not behave.  As the light is switched to behave it will 

also gradually add light as environmental light fades to 

darkness.     

Parts

music wire to create a support structure and translate 

the behaving mechanics

brazing torch and base �ller

thin gauge brass sheet for structural joints and

connections

thin gauge steel sheet to make the mylar light di�user 

clamp and the hardware access base plate. 

brass tubing for mechanical joints and Nitinol 

connections

Nitinol to trigger a twitching behavior to the mylar 

di�user.

a 90 degree mini servo to move the music wire 

mechanism that creates a waving (following) motion of 

the  light di�user.   

2 IR sensors to track position of a task taking place.  The 

mini servo is told what position to take in response. 

photocell(s) to sense environmental light   

Mini Arduino

white ultra bright LED(s) as the light source

bubinga (hardwood) as the light’s base and housing 

for hardware.

Mylar as a light di�user and light housing at the top of 

the stem.  The light housing will contain white LEDs.

copper tape, heat shrink tubing, voltage regulator, 

mini screws, rubber feet, etc...  
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Working plan

11 01 Sunday   Research and sketches

 motion detection hardware and programming

 mini servo positioning

 Nitinol powering and gesture translation

 photocell readings with lighting results

 wall power conversion

 light di�user and housing weight estimates

 update paper documentation

11 10 Tuesday   Begin �rst integrated prototype 

 hardware space estimation and base fabrication

  wood preparation/milling/shaping

  steel hardware access panel

  hardware positioning estimates

 music wire structure and mechanic fabrication

 light di�user fabrication and clamp

 light housing fabrication

 prototype electronics and hardware components

 prototype programming

 update paper documentation

11 17 Tuesday   Mid-project critique

 assessment adjustments

 update paper documentation

11 20 Friday   Final assembly and programing

 electronics �nal assembly

 mechanics �nal detail

 body / hardware installation

 program �nalization

11 27 Friday   Detail

 Clean and detail product

 Tweak programming 

12 01 Tuesday   Demo rehearsal

 Photography

 Sketch integration

 Mock-ups

 Paper edit

 Video edit

12 09 Wednesday   Final presentation
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Details

As photocells detect a programed reading of 

environmental light the behavior begins.  An increase in 

voltage will trigger the Nitinol loop to pull at the light 

di�user creating a twitch as the angle of the di�user 

shifts.  Ideally the twitch will create a subtle sound as the

di�user will be made out of a thin mylar or vellum.  The 

lighting elements will then constantly add and subtract 

light in accordance to the photocell readings.  If 

environmental light is su�cient, the light will return to 

a sleep state.  

As the light is �rst triggered, there will be a 

delay followed by a tracking behavior using two IR 

sensors to determine motion and distance.  The resulting 

behavior will stem from a servo motor that will position 

itself translating into a wire pivoting motion that rotates

the light di�user in the direction that motion is taking 

place.   The light will be powered through a nearby wall 

outlet.
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